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Let J? be a ring with 1 having radical (Jacobson) N. R is called

semiprimary [2, p. 56] if and only if R/N satisfies the minimum condi-

tion for right ideals. If M is a right i?-module, a submodule A of M is

called small [5] if A+B = M for any submodule B of M implies

5 = M. A submodule A of M is called large [3] if AC\B=0 for any

submodule B of M implies B =0. A right ideal in R is called small or

large if 7 is small or large as a submodule of the right regular R-

module Rr. A projective cover [l ] of M is an epimorphism of a projec-

tive module onto M such that its kernel is small. The main results

of this paper are the following theorems:

Theorem 1. Every irreducible (right) R-module has a projective cover

if and only if R is semiprimary and for any nonzero idempotent x+N

in R/N there is a nonzero idempotent e in R such that ex — eEN.

Theorem 1 is related to Theorem 2.1 of [l].

Theorem 2. If R is commutative then every irreducible R-module has

a projective cover if and only if R is semiprimary and for any nonzero

idempotent x+N in R/N there is an idempotent eER such thatx—eEN.

Lemma 1. If I is a maximal right ideal of R then the right R-module

R/I has a projective cover if and only if there is a nonzero idempotent

eER such that el is small.

Proof. Let/ be an epimorphism from a projective module P onto

R/I such that the kernel of/ is small in P. Since R is projective (as

Rr), there is an i?-homomorphism h from R into P making

R
/

/
h/       ic
/

P--R/I--0

'    i

0

where ir is the natural mapping, commutative. Since for any arbitrary

pEP, f(p)=ir(x)=fh(x) for  some  xER,  p-h(x)EKer /.   Hence
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P = Ker f+hiR). Since the Ker/ is small, this implies that P = hiR).

Let po = hil). Then P=p0R and RJXpoR-*0, where tPoix)=p0x for

allx£E2?, is direct sinceP is projective. Hence Ker/j,0= |r£2?| p0r = 0}

is a direct summand of R. Since p0 = hil), Ker h = Ker tpa. If &(2) =0,

then Ker tP0 = 2 and 2 is a direct summand of R. Hence there is a mini-

mal right ideal J in R such that R = J®I. Thus, by [2, p. 50], there

is an idempotent e^O in / such that e2=0 is small. If A(2)^0 then

hiI)EKerf since //j(2) =tt(2) =0. Thus A(7) is small. Since A(2?) is

projective, there is an 2?-homomorphism c/> from A(2?) making

ft(£)
/

2?--h(R)--0
h

where i is the identity map, commutative. Since A(2) is small,

4>ihil)) is small in R by [4, p. 93]. Let d>ip0) =aER. Then po = hd>iPo)
= hia) = hil)a = p0a.Therefore, a =(f>ip0) =4>ipoa) = a2 and aI = (pQtiI))

is small. Clearly a^0 since h<pip0) =po- Conversely, suppose there is a

nonzero idempotent e in R such that el is small. Since el EN by

[l, Lemma 2.4], the right ideal (2: e) = {rER\erEl} is 2. Define a

mapping g from eR onto 2?/7 by g(er)=r+2 for all erEeR. Since

eri = er2 then ri — r2EiI: e) = I, g is well defined and clearly g is an

2?-homomorphism from eR onto R/I. Furthermore since eR is a direct

summand of R, eR is projective and since the kernel of g is el, which is

small, g is a projective cover for R/I.

Lemma 2. Z,e< I be a large maximal right ideal in R and let L

= {xER\xI = 0}. Then L2 = 0.

Proof. If x^0, y^0 are elements in L then IDyRp^O and xiyr) =0

for some rER such that yr^O in 2. If xy^O, then r£7 since the set

{f£2?| ixy)r = 0} =7. This is impossible since yr^O and yEL. Thus

i2 = 0.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose every irreducible 2?-module has a

projective cover. Let 2 be a maximal right ideal of R/N. Then there

is a maximal right ideal 2 in R such that 7 — I/N. By Lemma 1, there

is a nonzero idempotent e in R such that el is small. By [l, Lemma

2.4], elEN- Since e^N, e+N is a nonzero left annihilator of 2.

Hence by Lemma 2, 7 cannot be large. Since 2 is a maximal right ideal

of R/N, I must be a direct summand of R/N if 2 is not large. Thus by
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[6, Lemma 3.1], R/N must be a semisimple ring with the minimum

condition for right ideals. Now let xER such that x2— xEN. If

x(£N, by Zorn's Lemma, we can construct a right ideal 7* in R with

the properties that AC/*, xEJ* such that if K is a right ideal which

contains 7* properly then xEK. Then the right i?-module xR + J*/J*

is irreducible and (7*: x) = {r£7^| xrEJ*} is a maximal right ideal

of R. Hence there is an idempotent e?=0 in R such that e- (7*:x)CA7'.

Since x2—x = x(x — l)EN, (x-l)E(J*: x) and e(x — 1) =ex — eEN.

Conversely, suppose R is semiprimary and if x+N is a nonzero

idempotent in R/N then there is a nonzero idempotent e in R such

that ex —eEN. If 7 is a maximal right ideal of R, I/N is a maximal

right ideal of R/N, and since R is semiprimary, there is a minimal

right ideal K/N in 2J/JV such that K/NC\I/N = N and K/N®I/N
= R/N (see [4, p. 67]). Let x = x+Af, for some xER, be a nonzero

idempotent in K/N such that x-(I/N) =N. By hypothesis, there is a

nonzero idempotent e in i? such that ex —eEN. Since xIEN and

ex —eEN, elEN. Thus by Lemma 1, i?/7 has a projective cover.

The following corollary is related to Corollary 1 of [4, p. 76].

Corollary. A ring R is local (i.e. R/N is a division ring) if and

only if 1 is a primitive idempotent and every irreducible R-module has a

projective cover.

Proof. If A5 is a local ring then 1 and 0 are only idempotents in R,

and since N is the only maximal right (left) ideal in R, every irreduc-

ible i?-module has a projective cover. Conversely, suppose every

irreducible A-module has a projective cover and 1 is a primitive

idempotent in R. By Theorem 1, R/N is a semisimple ring with the

minimum condition on right ideals and if x+N is a nonzero idem-

potent in R/N there is a nonzero idempotent e in R such that ex

— eEN. Since 1 is a primitive idempotent in R, e=l. Hence only

idempotents in R/N are zero and 1+N. Since R/N is semisimple

with a minimal right ideal, this implies that R is a local ring.

Proof of Theorem 2. We only need to prove that if R is commuta-

tive such that every irreducible A'-module has a projective cover then

idempotents modulo N can be lifted. We first prove that if x+N is an

idempotent such that (x+N)(R/N) is a minimal ideal in R/N then

x — eEN for some idempotent e in R. Let J* be as in the proof of

Theorem 1. Since xR + NZ)J*Z)N and xR+N/N is a minimal ideal

of R/N, J* = N since 7* is properly contained in xR+N. As in the

case of the proof of Theorem 1, there is an idempotent e in R such that

e-(J*: x)=e-(N: x)EN. Now (N: ex) = (N: x) = (N: e) since (N: x)

is a maximal ideal and   (N: ex)'D(N: x)Z)(N: e)D(A7: ex).   Thus
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(1 — e)EiN: c) = (2V: x) and x — xeEN. Since ex — eEN, this implies

that x — eEN. Now let g = g2 in 2? such that xgEN. Since e — xEN,

egEN. Let e' = e — eg. Then g-e' = 0 and e'-e' = ie — eg)ie — eg) =e — eg

— eg+eg = e'. e'+N = e + N = x+N. It is well known that if R/N is

a semisimple ring with the minimum condition then 1+2V= (xi+A)

+ (x2 + iV)+ • • ■ +ix„+N) for some positive integer n where

Xi — x2EN, i = l, 2, • • ■ , m, XiXjEN if i^j and (A: x,), for each i,

is a maximal right ideal (see [2, p. 46 and p. 50]). By the above argu-

ment, we can choose an orthogonal set of idempotents ei, e2, • ■ ■ , en

in R such that Xi — dEN, i=l, 2, • • • , n, and l+2V=(ei+2V)
+ ie2+N)+ ■ ■ • +ien+N). Now let y+N be an arbitrary nonzero

idempotent in R/N. Then y + N= ieiy+N) + ie2y+N)+ ■ ■ •

+ ieny+N) and eiye3yEN if i^j and (A: e;y) is a maximal ideal foi

all i such that dy^N. There is an orthogonal set of idempotents

ffli, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an in 2? such that y— (ai+a2+ • ■ ■ +an)2EN and

(ai+a2+ • • • +a„)2=(ai+a2+ • • • +a„).
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